whether these findings contribute to the exploration of the association between increased concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines and major depression. Therefore we agree with Tyring’s prudent interpretation that etanercept might relieve symptoms of depression.

In future studies, it would be interesting to measure effects of anti-TNFα agents in patients with psoriasis with high levels of depression and fatigue. Undoubtedly, anti-TNFα agents will contribute significantly to the overall and domain-specific quality of life of these patients. However, we also agree with Tyring and colleagues that a broader conceptualisation of depression—and quality of life—in the context of psoriasis will permit consideration of the usefulness of pharmacological and biopsychosocial approaches in the management of psoriasis.
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Pre-emptive war epidemiology: lessons from the Democratic Republic of Congo

Since 1998, civilians in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) have come under sustained attack from six foreign armies and about 15 armed groups. In this week’s Lancet, Benjamin Coghlan and colleagues report the findings of a retrospective mortality survey throughout the DRC in mid-2004. By sampling 750 clusters (19 500 households) across a sometimes insecure territory nearly the size of western Europe, the investigators acquired independent estimates of mortality rates for numerous health zones in the east and west of the country. This is the fourth such survey since 1999–2000, and the second with countrywide coverage. These consecutive studies, an effort until now unprecedented in conflict-mortality epidemiology, provide unique information on the evolution of the main health indicator in the DRC over the past 7 years. Using reliable methodology, Coghlan and colleagues estimate that there have been more than 600 000 excess deaths in the 16 months up to May, 2004, and a staggering 3·9 million excess deaths since 1998, considering the previous surveys.

We knew that contemporary war could be immensely destructive to human health. Coghlan and colleagues’ study, however, shows the degree to which the indirect victims of violence can outnumber those killed by combatants—by up to 90% according to the recent 2005 Human Security Report. Certain limitations of the study should be noted. Most importantly, possible confounders, such as site-specific health-services coverage, were not accounted for. Nevertheless, the evidence for a causal association between violence and all-cause mortality in DRC is hard to dismiss: regression modelling of violence-attributable mortality; comparisons of crude, under age 5 years, and maternal mortality in peaceful and non-peaceful regions; significant reductions in mortality in eastern regions and in a city (Kisangani) that were affected by violence in the initial International Rescue
Committee surveys, but no longer are; and no such reductions where violence persists.

Current complex emergencies, such as in the DRC, Darfur (Sudan), northern Uganda, Somalia, Afghanistan, the Central African Republic, the Ivory Coast, and Zimbabwe, are characterised by periods of precarious calm interrupted by upsurges of violence, displacement, epidemics or food crises. Shifting pockets of fighting and a general descent into lawlessness create a climate of chronic instability. UN funding appeals are unmet.5 Resulting increases in mortality may be moderate in size,6,7 but sustained over long periods and across large populations, they may ultimately dwarf other acute but geographically and temporally circumscribed crises.8

The conflict in DRC has destroyed health, transport, and social infrastructure and capacity. Health facilities are inadequate or non-existent, and access for humanitarian agencies is limited and irregular.9,10 Less than half of the population uses improved drinking-water sources,11 and 16–20% of children are acutely malnourished.12 Not unexpectedly, Coghlan and colleagues find that most deaths, especially in children, occur from easily preventable illnesses. For example, they report a measles proportionate-mortality of 5%, suggesting a yearly death toll in the tens of thousands from one of the most easily preventable public-health problems. In the DRC, raging measles epidemics may be a result of war, but also indicate vast deficiencies in the humanitarian response.

Indeed, today’s global humanitarian system appears strikingly unable to respond equitably to needs. Rich donor nations are miserably failing the people of the DRC, even though every few months the mortality equivalent of two southeast Asian tsunamis ploughs through its territory.13 Though existing aid efforts in the DRC may be praiseworthy, we believe that rational interpretation of Coghlan and colleagues’ findings should translate into massively increased resource allocation for simple yet life-saving interventions, such as provision of safe water, sanitation, vaccination, and access to effective treatments. Future mortality surveys would then serve to show progress, not merely chronicle an ongoing disaster.

Beyond relief, the curtailment of the rampant insecurity would clearly be the best health-related development for the DRC. In particular, Coghlan and colleagues’ paper should spur the UN and member states to intensify efforts to prevent a resumption of widespread hostilities, currently a realistic scenario.14 We can no longer claim ignorance about this and other wars’ profound and protracted effect on human health. In this sense, mortality studies could play a pre-emptive role to provide further justification for peace initiatives when conflicts threaten to break out. We encourage the mass media and civil society to critically monitor global humanitarian and political responses to the DRC emergency, and to not switch off the lights yet again on what may well be the world’s greatest humanitarian crisis.
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Interpreting mortality data in humanitarian emergencies

Congratulations to Francesco Checchi and Les Roberts for their excellent recent review on the collection, analysis, interpretation, and use of mortality data in humanitarian emergencies. They highlight the substantial progress in this field over the past few years, and point out the remaining major difficulties in collecting and disseminating such data. Only a few years ago, epidemiologists and others attempting to gather objective health-data in emergencies were commonly greeted with the cry of: “Why are you wasting time collecting data? We must save lives!” Thankfully, most humanitarian-aid workers now understand that programme interventions need to be based on sound data, so that life-saving interventions can be targeted toward conditions posing the greatest risk to life.

The use of survey methods to measure mortality rates has increased in the past few years. Use of these methods allows mortality to be measured in situations where it would otherwise be impossible. Moreover, most humanitarian organisations and donors now understand the need to use objective indicators—and mortality is the ultimate outcome—to assess the overall quality of the humanitarian response. As a result, various recommendations and guidelines have been published on measuring mortality in cross-sectional surveys. These guidelines are aimed at non-epidemiologists because surveys in emergencies are rarely done by people with specific survey training. Underfunded relief organisations rarely have the money to hire specially trained survey personnel. In most cases, programme managers take care of all aspects of the relief operation, including assessment and monitoring.

Mortality is the final outcome common to most conditions of public-health importance. As such, mortality can be used to monitor the overall health status of a population. However, as Checchi and Roberts point out, the crude mortality rate alone cannot be used to evaluate specific programmes, and mortality should not be monitored alone. The crude mortality rate cannot show who is at increased risk of death, or what the cause of death is. It is essential that additional data are gathered, analysed, and incorporated into monitoring efforts and programme evaluation.

It is important to recognise, however, that the methods described in various guidelines and in Checchi and Roberts’ Humanitarian Policy Group paper are still in their infancy. As Checchi and Roberts point out, there are several methods for collecting retrospective mortality data in household surveys, each championed by its supporters as the easiest, cheapest, and most accurate. Unfortunately, virtually no empirical evidence exists to support these claims. Although there is no reason to doubt the overall accuracy of mortality estimates produced by careful surveys, recommendations for specific aspects of mortality assessment, such as which set of questions to use, what recall period to include, and how best to calculate the denominator, are based on extrapolation from studies in non-emergency settings, personal experience, or theoretical considerations. There is an acute need to test the proposed methods against a gold standard, such as reasonably complete registration of deaths, to determine which is best. However, the barriers to such testing are formidable. During the acute emergency, when populations have increased mortality, the gold standard is often not reliable because death reporting is incomplete. In more stable populations in which mortality is rarely elevated and death is well reported, the large sample size required—because of low mortality rates—may pose substantial logistic demands.
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